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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS???

Reverence the Kingdoms of Nature and find in them the wisdom and the knowledge of all the
history of the Creation.

The Kingdoms of Nature hold within themselves the purest principles of the Creator, that perfect
idea which was the basis for all the manifested life.

Children, just as the Earth on which you inhabit is alive and also follows its spiritual evolution, in
the same way, the Kingdoms of Nature also evolve, also hold within themselves an evolving spirit.
Each species has a unique consciousness, which should interact with the human life, in mutual
collaboration.

If you simply observed the development of a tree, for example, and let this growth reflect in your
interior, you would be able to learn and understand much about yourselves and about the celestial
mysteries.

The Kingdoms of Nature hold within themselves the evolutionary archetype of all the manifested
life and reflect this archetype in their lives, in their way of growing, of searching for light, of giving
flowers, fruits, new seeds, in the capacity of renewing and keep giving.

If you observe the Kingdoms of Nature, children, you will realize that the principle of unity is alive
among them, because a Kingdom depends on the existence of another, and they are conscious of
that. You will realize that the principle of giving of self is alive in them, because the Kingdoms give
their existence permanently, in an act of constant service.

Humanity has darkened in itself the spiritual archetype left by God, and thus, the constant
imbalances that you live today were born. Now, it is time to rediscover this archetype in your own
interior.

I am not saying that, with this, you will change immediately the physical destiny of the Earth, but
you will be able to bring the spiritual balance which it needs to begin to form the divine principles
on matter.

If you, little by little, reintegrate to the unity with the Kingdoms of Nature and develop the principle
of gift of self, of mutual collaboration, of harmony among all the manifested life, balance may come
back, at least spiritually, to the planetary consciousness, and little by little, this balance will be able
to be manifested on matter.

Therefore, children, today I will ask you to observe the Kingdoms of Nature a little more and let
them show you how to resume in yourselves the living of balance and the divine archetype, how to
find the perfect Thought of God again, that which was lost in your interior, waiting for an
opportunity to express itself.
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Feel the peace radiated by the Kingdoms and live in harmony. The living of what I tell you and your
examples will be great tools of transformation of the current chaos in which the Earth is found.

This, children, is not only an instruction, but an appeal from the One who knows the need for you to
commune with the Kingdoms of Nature in order to find God again and accomplish His Plan.

Your Father and Companion,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


